Abstract -Functional imaging provides hemodynamic and metabolic information and is increasingly being incorporated into clinical diagnostic and research studies. Typically functional images have reduced signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution compared to other non-functional cross sectional images obtained as part of a routine clinical protocol. We hypothesized that enhancing visualization and interpretation of functional images with anatomic information could provide preferable quality and superior diagnostic value. In this work, we implemented five methods (frequency addition, frequency multiplication, wavelet transform, non-subsampled contourlet transform and intensity-hue-saturation) and a newly proposed ShArpening by Local Similarity with Anatomic images (SALSA) method to enhance the visualization of functional images, while preserving the original functional contrast and quantitative signal intensity characteristics over larger spatial scales. Arterial spin labeling blood flow MR images of the brain were visualization enhanced using anatomic images with multiple contrasts. The algorithms were validated on a numerical phantom and their performance on images of brain tumor patients were assessed by quantitative metrics and Index Terms-magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), arterial spin labeling (ASL), multiple contrasts, visualization enhancement, image similarity.
with limited anatomic information, and the ease with which spatially registered structural imaging can be acquired in the same study.
In principle, the availability of both functional and anatomic information in a coregistered space provides a wealth of options for combined analysis. In practice, however, medical image based diagnosis is performed by human readers who have limited capability to visually assess multimodal information. Currently, most combined medical image display of functional and anatomic images involves display of the functional image in color on the anatomic image [6] . There are several limitations of this method. First, color vision may provide more discrimination levels, but luminance vision usually shows superior high frequency structure [7] and shape discrimination [8] . A monochrome image, therefore, may be helpful for the accurate recognition of lesion borders and other key image features. Second, color and brightness information interfere with each other and can be confusing to the observer [9] , when anatomic information is provided by luminance and functional information is provided by hue. For example, brightness contrast has been shown to suppress color induction [10] . Third, most commonly with color overlays, threshholding of the functional image and overlaying the superthreshhold voxels on the anatomical image is performed. In such an overlay image, functional imaging information in subthreshold regions is lost and anatomic detail in superthreshold regions is compromised. Disease and potentially patient specific information is also needed to determine an optimal or acceptable threshold. Finally, in most cases, the color-overlay method cannot preserve any quantitative information from the functional images.
Anatomic image information can be used in different ways to improve the information in functional images. Segmentation of anatomic images, along with a priori information about the expected functional signal from different tissue types can be used to correct for volume loss of particular tissue types [11] , [12] or to isolate the information of the functional image that is not explained by the spatial distribution of tissue types [13] . Alternatively, anatomic information can be used to guide the reconstruction of images using Bayesian [14] , [15] or potentially multicontrast compressed sensing methods [16] [17] [18] . Though such methods are promising, they require specialized acquisitions or reconstructions and may make assumptions about the functional image signal, which are not general enough for a broad clinical population. A simpler and more general approach to incorporating anatomic information into functional images would involve combination of images after reconstruction using little or no a priori assumptions about the images.
One important goal for the use of both functional and anatomic image information is to present them in an optimal fashion for the expert interpretation by experienced readers. Such a presentation would enable the maximal use of the inherent visual skills of the experienced eye without confusing the source, either functional or anatomical, of the image features of interest. One promising approach previously proposed [19] for combining functional and anatomic images for medical image display is based on spatial frequency. Because of its lower spatial resolution, the functional image has no intensity in high spatial frequency components. This lack of information can be filled by augmenting the functional image with high spatial frequency information from the anatomical image. As first proposed, simple addition of high spatial frequency information was employed yet the performance of this approach was comparable to the best color based multimodal presentation. Years of development in the field of image fusion has provided algorithms potentially much more powerful than the simple addition used in this pioneering study. Appropriately modified versions of wavelet [20] or contourlet multiscale [21] fusion algorithms, for example, might provide superior results.
The goal of this study is to develop and compare methods for enhancing the visualization and interpretation of low resolution functional images by combining them with high spatial frequency information from anatomical images. Since the target application is image interpretation by skilled medical image readers, subjective scoring by neuroradiologists was emphasized as a quality measure, though quantitative metrics were also assessed. Methods were rated on the degree to which the image combinations improved visualization of overall anatomic location, increased the sharpness of boundaries between lesion and normal tissue, preserved the functional image appearance at larger spatial scales, and produced an overall image quality preferred by the expert.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Image Visualization Enhancement Algorithms
Several approaches to combining functional images, x, with high spatial frequency information from anatomical images, y, were evaluated. Since some of the methods required scaling the anatomical image to the functional image, we define a scaled anatomical image, Y , as
where std is the standard deviation of the signal. Other normalization methods, such as histogram matching, are also possible, but in this work we used a linear scaling factor, which is a simple and stable method to match the contrast range of anatomic images to that of functional images, without unpredicted impacts on the performance of visualization enhancement algorithms. This scaling factor is not necessary for frequency multiplication and SALSA methods as shown below. In practice, the functional and anatomic images were scaled by its standard deviation separately, to keep the input data of each algorithm consistent.
1) Frequency Addition Method (FA):
The FA method [19] assumes that the low frequency component of the functional images contains its contrast information. The missing high-resolution information can be provided by the high frequency components of the anatomic image and added after an appropriate scaling.
In this work, a 3D low pass filter (LP) was applied to the frequency space of the functional images and a complementary high pass filter (HP) was applied to the frequency space of the anatomic images. The low pass filter was chosen as Gaussian shape with full width at half maximum (FWHM) that can preserve the acquired resolution of the functional images. Filtered images were added together in frequency space and inverse Fourier transformed to obtain visualization enhanced images (F).
2) Frequency Multiplication Method (FM): Similar to the FA method, the high frequency component of the anatomic image can also be extracted by division and combined with functional images by multiplication [22] , [23] . The high frequency information is extracted by dividing the anatomic image by a low pass filtered version of the same image. We chose a Gaussian shaped low pass filter as used in the FA method. Pixels in the low pass filtered anatomic image were thresholded to be at least 1% of its mean value to reduce the potential amplification of noise. This value was chose empirically in this work. A better way to decide the threshold value should consider the SNR and contrast of images.
3) ShArpening by Local Similarity with Anatomic images (SALSA): SALSA is an algorithm developed by the authors drawing from concepts of image similarity and mutual information [24] . Acquired functional images can be conceptually decomposed into two orthogonal parts: one represents the component similar (S) with the anatomic image (y) and the other is the component dissimilar (D). A first order estimate of S and D can be obtained by vector multiplication.
<,>is used to represent the inner product operator. Subsequently, the local similarity is removed from D iteratively with index n. A local region of anatomic image is selected by a kernel, which is a Gaussian filter and normalized by K = 1. The local similarity between the crude dissimilar image, D, and the selected region of anatomic image, K y, is calculated following Eq. [4] . Then, the local similarity is further removed from the dissimilar image D.
is a relaxation factor less than one, which controls the convergence of the algorithm. In this work, a value of 0.2 was found empirically to perform well and was used for all analyses, but the results were not highly sensitive to this value.
A fast kernel calculation can be performed simultaneously across all kernel positions by using the Fourier transform convolution theorem.
where, ⊗ is convolution operator and is performed by multiplication in frequency space.
D was updated iteratively, until the maximum iteration number was met (N = 200) or the improvement upon the current iteration was small.
By removing the dissimilarity D n from the original functional image, the visualization enhanced image F preserves most of the similarities between the functional and anatomic images
4) Wavelet Transform Method (WT):
Wavelet space fusion assumed the image can be separated into approximate and detail components of the wavelet basis by multi-scale transformation. The approximation coefficients represent the low-resolution contrast of the images and the detail coefficients represent the fine structure information. To enhance the visualization of the functional image, we employed the approximation coefficients of the functional image and detail coefficients from both the functional and anatomic images.
The functional and anatomic images were first forward transformed to the wavelet domain separately and decomposed at 3 levels. We used the wavelet basis of 'bior2.2', following prior work [20] . To preserve the contrast of the functional images, the approximation coefficients of the visualization enhanced images were taken from the functional images. For the detail coefficients, the larger of the functional and anatomic coefficients were assumed to represent more noticeable changes at that transformation level, which reflects the salient feature in the images, such as edges between tissues. Therefore, to include the most spatial information, the detail coefficients of the visualization enhanced image were chosen to be the coefficients with the greater magnitude (choose-max) between the functional and anatomic images. Then, the inverse wavelet transform was used to obtain the visualization enhanced images.
5) Nonsubsampled Contourlet Transform Method (NSCT):
Several authors have evaluated the favorable features of the contourlet transform for fusion applications. The nonsubsampled contourlet transform [25] uses an overcomplete transform instead of an orthogonal transform and a nonsubsampled filter bank instead of a down-sampling operator. Consequently, the NSCT provides a multiscale, multidirection and shift-invariant image fusion method.
Similar to wavelet fusion, images were first forward transformed to the contourlet domain. Here, we used pyramid filters 'pyrexc' and orientation filter 'vt' with {4,8,8,16} levels of decomposition, according to the work of Li [21] . The approximation coefficients of the visualization enhanced image were again from the functional image and the detail coefficients were chosen to be the ones of greater magnitude between the functional and anatomic images. Then, inverse transformation was used to obtain the visualization enhanced images.
6) Intensity-Hue-Saturation Method (IHS):
We also evaluated a color overlay method, which is often used to combine anatomic and functional information in neuroradiology. One early work from Levin [6] generated combined images by using the intensity of the anatomic image and the hue of the functional image. This idea was further developed into Intensity-Hue-Saturation based methods [26] , which fuse colored images in IHS space instead of RGB space and result in high spectral quality.
In our implementation of the IHS method, the functional images were transferred to pseudo RGB space based on the 'hot' color map of MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick MA). The brightness and contrast of anatomic images were adjusted to match the functional images with a linear transformation [27] . With gray-scale anatomic images, the visualization of pseudocolored functional images were enhanced in IHS space as described in Eq. [5] of Tu et al. [28] .
B. Numerical Phantom and Evaluation
Though the visualization enhancement algorithms are not expected to produce true high resolution functional images, an optimal algorithm should be expected to approximate a high resolution functional image when the information in the anatomic and functional image are similar. It is difficult to assess the visualization enhancement of an algorithm quantitatively without true high-resolution functional images, which are usually unachievable in a practical scan. To evaluate the performance of the proposed methods in a controlled condition, we generated a numerical 3D ASL image phantom by tissue segmentation of an in-vivo high-resolution anatomical image of the brain. High resolution anatomic images were obtained from an open database [29] (case 4). T1w images, T2w images and FLAIR images were used as anatomic references in this study.
The Statistical Parametric Mapping brain imaging analysis software (SPM12, Wellcome Institute of Cognitive Neurology) was used to segment T1w into gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), bone and soft tissue, based on an extended set of tissue probability maps [30] . To obtain a contrast similar to an ASL cerebral blood flow image, GM of the segmented images was assigned a blood flow value 70 ml/100 g/min, and WM was assigned 20 ml/100 g/min. All other regions were removed from the numerical phantom. We smoothed the phantom by a Gaussian convolution kernel (the kernel size was 3 mm × 3 mm× 3 mm and standard deviation was 0.6 mm) to avoid unrealistically sharp transitions. This phantom simulated a high-resolution cerebral blood flow image and it was referred to as the ground truth ASL image in the evaluation.
To replicate the image quality in a practical ASL scan, ideal ASL images were Fourier transformed and filtered by a 3D Gaussian low-pass-filter, which resulted in a resolution of 8 mm × 8 mm × 8 mm. Complex white Gaussian noise was added to Fourier space resulting in a SNR of 20 within GM. These images were treated as a simulation of the lower quality ASL blood flow image typically acquired.
The anatomic information can be provided by T1w images, but other MR contrasts can also provide additional information. We registered T2w and FLAIR images to T1w images and used them as alternative sources of anatomic information.
The lower quality ASL blood flow image was processed using the 5 monochrome and IHS visualization enhancement methods above with different anatomic images. The low pass filter in FA, FM and SALSA was chosen according to the resolution of ASL. The resulting visualization enhanced images were evaluated by comparing to the ground truth ASL. Root mean squared error (RMSE) relative to the ideal image was calculated in arbitrary units. Another proposed method for assessing image quality degradation, the structural similarity (SSIM) [31] , was calculated.
Our image visualization enhancement algorithms were targeted to improve the visual interpretation, and also to preserve the original contrast of the acquired low-resolution ASL signal. To verify whether the different visualization enhancement methods achieved this property, we filtered the visualization enhanced image by the same low pass filter to return a lowresolution image that should approximate the acquired low resolution ASL image. The RMSE and SSIM were calculated between the simulated low-resolution ASL images and visualization enhanced ASL blood flow images with low pass filtering. To distinguish this from the earlier described RMSE and SSIM measures, we refer to these metrics as RMSElp and SSIMlp.
C. Clinical Imaging Acquisition and Evaluation
The visualization enhancement algorithms were evaluated in two groups of patients with high grade glioma. The first group of four patients with high grade malignant glioma were selected from a clinical database following an approved, consent waived retrospective human subjects research protocol. This group was used for initial evaluation and quantitative characterization of the algorithms. Since different protocols were used for these subjects, sequence parameters were not identical across this group. A second group of seven subjects were part of a study to assess response and cerebral blood flow of recurrent glioblastoma after bevacizumab therapy. These subjects were prospectively imaged according to a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and informed consent was obtained from all participants. Both anatomic and ASL images were obtained at baseline and two weeks after initiation of bevacizumab treatment at a dose of 10 mg/kg. Data from the second group were also used for qualitative evaluation by neuroradiologists.
All scans were performed on 3 Tesla General Electric HDxt MRI scanners. ASL images were acquired with 3D stack of spiral fast spin echo acquisition, pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (PCASL) [32] , and background suppression. A 1.5 s post-labeling delay and 1.5 s labeling were employed. Spatial resolution varied between 3.5 and 4 mm. Anatomical images were acquired with commercial T1w sequences but with variable scan parameters across subjects in the first group. For the subjects of the second group, much more uniform entry criteria and imaging protocol were used: axial T2 weighted images was acquired with fast spin echo sequence with slice thickness 5 mm, 1. Image enhancement requires excellent registration between the functional and anatomic images. An automatic coregistration algorithm employing maximum mutual information implemented in the SPM12 software package was used. Anatomic images with other contrasts, such as FLAIR, T2w images, were coregistered to T1w images, the resolution of which was used in following tests. To improve the registration of functional images, the gray matter of T1w images were segmented according to a probability map. This region has similar contrast as ASL. By registering ASL images to the gray matter, ASL images were also coregistered with T1w images.
In the first group, the visualization enhancement algorithms were performed with anatomic information of T1w images with Gd contrast. The normalized RMSElp (nRMSElp) and the SSIMlp were calculated across subjects to access the preservation of the original quantification information of ASL images.
In the second group, ASL images were processed by the proposed algorithms and using each of the T2w, T2w FLAIR, T1w FLAIR images with and without Gd contrast and 3D MPRAGE with Gd contrast images as the anatomic image. An expert assessment of the image quality was performed by two experienced clinical neuroradiologists. Original and visualization enhanced images were exported to DICOM format anonymously. Two neuroradiologists were asked to adjust the view windows based on experience and grade the acquired and visualization enhanced images with a Likert scale (1 for strongly disagree; 2 for disagree; 3 for neither agree nor disagree; 4 for agree and 5 for strongly agree). Three criteria were evaluated: (1) clear brain anatomy around tumor, (2) clear borders between tumor and normal tissue, and (3) good preservation of ASL blood flow contrast. Additionally, clinician preference for the visualization enhanced ASL image vs the original ASL image was evaluated (1 for preference of the visualization enhanced image and 0 for preference of the original ASL).
The radiologist scores were compared for different algorithms using a two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test. Pair-wised comparisons were performed between FM and each of other method individually and for each criterion separately. The performance of each method was assessed by the average score and standard deviation across subjects, radiologists and different anatomic reference images. Figure 1 shows the improved ASL images on the numerical phantom with different methods and using anatomic information from T1w, T2w and FLAIR images. The visualization enhanced images provided more detailed spatial information and more importantly, maintained the overall contrast of ASL. For example, in T1w images, white matter has higher signal intensity than gray matter, which is opposite to the contrast in ASL images. But, when using the T1w images as anatomic reference, the contrast of the visualization enhanced images was similar to the acquired ASL images at greater than 8mm spatial scales, as shown in Figure 2 .
III. RESULTS
A. Evaluation in Numerical Phantom
The FA, wavelet and NSCT methods display signal from the scalp in the visualization enhanced image despite its absence in the ideal image. This could be an advantage that provides additional information regarding anatomical position, but also results in less realistic contrast compared with the ideal ASL images. Figure 2 demonstrates how low pass filtered improved images strongly resemble the initial, low-resolution image. This indicates that the improved images preserved the quantitative ASL information at larger spatial scales and could feasibly be used for quantitative analysis. By visual comparison, low pass filtered FM resulted in the smallest difference from the simulated ASL and it, therefore, most faithfully reproduced the original low-resolution ASL images. Table I details the quantitative metrics of image quality for the simulation. Of the methods evaluated, the FM and SALSA methods performed best. The SALSA method increased the structural similarity to the ground truth ASL by 11%-133% across methods and anatomic images, while the measures of the difference from ground truth ASL, RMSE, and preservation of low spatial frequency contrast, RMSElp (55%-98% of other methods) and SSIMlp, generally indicated FM provided the best results across all anatomic reference images used.
Using different anatomic images as reference had a modest effect on enhancement quality. Compared to the ground truth, RMSE and SSIM suggested the best improvement when FLAIR anatomic information was used. Besides enhanced visualization and interpretation, the results suggested further improvement of functional images can be achieved, if accurate high spatial frequency information can be obtained from anatomic images.
B. Evaluation in Clinical Images
Tumor cases in group 1 visualization enhanced using the T1w with Gd as the anatomical reference image are shown in Figure 3 . The visualization enhanced images appear sharper and better delineate the tumor boundaries in most of the cases.
In case 4, the contrast enhancement and ASL hyperperfusion are very dissimilar and less enhancement occurs. Still, the image with visualization enhancement has better overall anatomic delineation.
Similar to the simulation results, smoothing of the visualization enhanced images produced results very similar to the original ASL image. Among the methods, smoothed FM reproduced the acquired ASL images with the least error (64%-86%) and highest similarity (169%-244%) compared to other methods, as shown in Table II .
Neuroradiologist qualitative scoring of the 7 cases of the second group, Figure 4 , confirmed the results of the quantitative simulation analysis. The neuroradiologists scored the FM method as having the best rendering of anatomy (4.7 ± 0.7, p<0.005 among the methods), and the clearest border between tumor and normal tissue (4.1 ± 1.3, p<0.001 for all methods except SALSA). The SALSA method provided slightly lower average quality scores, followed by the NSCT, WT and FA methods. All the visualization enhanced images preserved the original blood flow contrast at larger spatial scales and were rated as preferable to the original cerebral blood flow map, except for IHS.
IV. DISCUSSION
This study reported detailed evaluation of several methods to enhance the visualization and interpretation of low resolution functional images through the incorporation of information from higher resolution anatomical images. Simulations and evaluations in clinical images suggest that several techniques were successful at this purpose and preserving the quantitative information. The FM method performed the best at reproducing the true image in simulations, preserving the low resolution contrast of the original ASL images and produced highly rated image quality in clinical evaluations. The SALSA method performed comparably to FM and with a higher SSIM score in the simulations, but it did demonstrate a tendency to contaminate low frequency signal in the clinical evaluation, as evidenced by higher RMSElp. Further refinements to address this weakness may be worth pursuing. Most of the monochrome methods required only specification of the kernel FWHM, which is closely linked to the acquired image resolution. Hence, automatic implementation on clinical imagers should be readily feasible. The proposed method was demonstrated on ASL images, but it could be generalized to enhance the visualization of other contrasts in MRI and multiple image modalities (e.g. PET and MRI).
A previously suggested metric, the fusion assessment score, has been used to demonstrate that the NSCT algorithm provides the best fusion results [21] . In our study, however, the FM and SALSA methods consistently outperformed the NSCT algorithm in our simulation and neuroradiologist ratings. This discrepancy may reflect the different goals of conventional fusion, which aims to mix information from both images, and our visualization enhancement, which sought to preserve functional image contrast at larger spatial scales.
Anatomic images with different contrast can be used for visualization enhancement as shown in simulation and experiments. Not unexpectedly, those anatomic images with contrast more similar to the functional images will provide the most dramatic enhancement, because the high spatial frequency information provided by the anatomic images was similar to what was missing in the ASL images. In the simulation, FLAIR, which has contrast more similar to ASL images in normal subjects, provided the best enhancement; T2 weighted images emphasize CSF, which has no signal on blood flow images, resulting in less satisfying enhancement. The quality of the anatomic images will also play an important role in enhancement. Higher SNR and clearer contrast in the anatomic image will likely achieve better functional image enhancement.
Though the inclusion of anatomical information enhanced the appearance of the ASL images, the accuracy of blood flow representation is limited. High resolution features of the anatomical images will appear in the visualization enhanced functional images to some degree. To the extent that the blood flow signal is expected to actually follow the anatomical features, for example at gray matter white matter boundaries in FLAIR images, or at tumor edges in contrast enhanced T1w images, these high resolution features may represent blood flow. In other cases, such as bright vessels in contrast enhanced T1w images, or even skull and scalp features in some of the visualization enhancement algorithm results, these high resolution features are unrelated to function. Still, with proper understanding of the anatomic image contributions to the visualization enhanced image, these features can provide anatomical context. Furthermore, when used in a clinical context, such as determining tumor recurrence, seizure activity, or sensorimotor disturbance in patients, these visually enhanced images may need to be viewed in combination with raw functional or anatomical images to fully understand the clinical relevance of particular image features.
Our display algorithm is just one of many ways to use anatomic information to interpret functional images such as ASL. For example, adjusting functional images for tissue loss is frequently considered in the interpretation of functional scans in aging [12] . This adjustment is performed based on a tissue probability map, obtained from high resolution image [11] . Such adjustments are valuable in the analysis of aging and dementia, for example, if images of sufficient quality to segment tissues are available. In clinical practice, however, many pathologies cause flow changes that deviate from the assumptions of the partial volume model. Images from clinical patients with lesions and prior surgery may also be challenging to meaningfully segment, at least without expert supervision. The absence of partial volume correction in our algorithm reflects the goal of simple and broad applicability in clinical practice, hopefully even outside the brain. We should also note that the model used for partial volume correction, when appropriate, can also be used to improve the resolution and SNR of functional images, as in reference [11] figure 5 , 4th row.
Spatial coregistration of the functional and anatomic images is essential to the visualization enhancement algorithms. In the absence of subject motion, scans performed during one scanning session should already be spatially registered, though reslicing of the images may be required to match orientation and resolution. We employed an automatic coregistration algorithm that simultaneously matched orientation and corrected for motion between image acquisitions. Should coregistration be necessary for clinical applications, its speed and robustness will be important for the successful enhancement of functional images. In addition, some MRI acquisition methods, such as echo planar imaging, can experience geometric distortion that would require correction prior to performance of the visualization enhancement algorithms [33] .
The chosen scale factor for relating functional and anatomical images may impact the performance and robustness of some of the algorithms. Since the FM and SALSA methods employ only multiplication and division, relative scaling of the two images has no effect. This scale independence is an advantage for automatic implementation. For the other methods, a scale factor is required. The standard deviation method used in this study may be not robust to different contrast anatomic images, and other scalings based on nonlinear transform or histogram methods may improve the contrast of anatomic images and provide further visualization enhancement of functional images. Regardless of the scaling, anatomic images with different contrast will contain different anatomic information. The selection of the best type of anatomic image may well depend on the objective of the imaging evaluation.
With additional prior knowledge, the anatomic image could be transformed to a similar contrast as the functional image, for example by nonlinear intensity transformation and segmentation. However, such prior knowledge may not be reliable in a broad clinical or research setting. For this reason, inclusion of prior information was not included in our algorithms.
Multi-scale and multi-channel fusion are active and sophisticated areas of investigation and it is likely that including new developments may increase the quality and relative performance of different algorithms. For example, in this work, we employed a widely used 'choose-max' as the combination method for wavelet and NSCT fusion. Better results have been reported by using area-based activation level selective methods [20] , [34] , but exhaustive exploration of all possible methods is beyond the scope of this work.
Our newly proposed SALSA method was slightly outperformed by the simpler FM method, but it has several characteristics that make it worthy of further development. It scored better on similarity measures than FM (Table I) , perhaps because of its emphasis on a local similarity. Because it is iterative, it may also be possible to perform in cycles across multiple anatomical reference images with different contrast so as to better match functional and anatomic information.
The FWHM of selective kernel K in SALSA is worthy of further investigation besides the effect of a low pass filter. With a larger FWHM, it appeared to perform an edge preserving denoising using the information of the anatomic image. On the other hand, an over-small kernel could result in ring like artifacts. The FWHM of kernel K of SALSA and the low pass filter of FA and FM, were empirically selected according to the resolution of the functional and anatomic images in this work. For example, some anatomic images in the second group, such as FLAIR, were low resolution in the slice direction, which would only improve the ASL images for in-plane dimensions. The detailed performance of the FWHM of kernel, and also the shape of kernel, will need further assessment.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we evaluated methods for enhancing visualization and interpretation of functional images by including spatial information from anatomic images. The resulting images improved visual interpretation while maintaining the original quantification information of the functional images. The methods proposed in this work can be adapted for other modalities, require limited information regarding the original images and can be readily implemented for automatic operation.
